Unessay Final Product

Embroidery

I decided to upload everything as a powerpoint as so everything is in one place and has some sort of organization

Monday the 7th of December 2020, Katya Godwin
The Finished Piece
The Process
Planning

Inspiration, organization and pattern

- Insulin ideas

- Important moments in pic to grame?

- Out of date vaccine in China were distributed 4 million doses

- Glucose, etc.

- Islet of Langerhans

- Alpha-beta cells

- Drive

- Eureka

- Pancreas

- Some surgical tools

- Pancreas with 150,000 ducts

- Today

- Insulin pumps

- Medical building
A cow with a cardboard face drawing on it.

Insulin pump diagram with current formulation and price.

- Insulin pumps
- Current formulation
- Price

University of Iowa to host in 2020.

Insulin formulation.

Protein structure diagram with glucose levels and insulin pumps.

Insulin pump diagram with current formulation and price.
The Sewing
Oh so much sewing
Finishing
Accidental standing
And finishing up

Now to remove the patterns
The end!
Ta Da!

- I really enjoyed completing this project and it was a wonderful opportunity to learn about the history of insulin :)